Courage to Give

The Rollins family invests in the future with a new building for public health
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Making lives by what we give

The Rollins School of Public Health is on a remarkable journey. We have outgrown the Grace Crum Rollins Building—having tripled our faculty, students, and research—and will more than double our physical space when the Claudia Nance Rollins Building opens in 2010.

This fall, our journey took on additional meaning with the launch of Campaign Emory. As part of this effort, the RSPH plans to raise $150 million by 2012 to grow our endowments for faculty, scholarships, and programs. To date, we have received more than $110 million from friends, donors, and foundations, some of whom are featured in this issue of Public Health.

We are especially indebted to the Rollins family, whose generosity has helped our school thrive and for their magnificent lead gift for the new building. The Hubert Foundation is helping us recruit a new chair for the Hubert Department of Global Health. Eugene and Rose Gangarosa have endowed faculty chairs for global safe water and environmental health. Mental health advocate Beverly Long helped create the Rosalynn Carter Chair of Mental Health, held by RSPH researcher Benjamin Druss. Joseph Blount is supporting an endowment for initiatives led by Sandra Thurman, who directs our Interfaith Health Program. Retired biostatistics professor Donna Brogan and Emory School of Medicine physician Michael Lindsay, 91mph, have found personal ways to stay connected to our school through their gifts. So have the many supporters in our Donor Report (page 27).

Where would we be without our RSPH Campaign Emory volunteers? Lawrence and Ann Estes Klamon, 65c, 76l didn’t hesitate when asked to serve as our campaign co-chairs. Nor did former CDC deputy director Virginia Bales Harris, 71c, 77mph, our campaign chair for alumni.

We are indeed fortunate, especially during these tough economic times as families find it increasingly difficult to lead healthy, productive lives. Consequently, our mission in the RSPH is more important than ever. Please join us as we protect health and prevent disease through our vital work.

Sincerely,

James W. Curran, MD, MPH
Dean
Factoring the environment into Parkinson’s disease

RSPH’s Gary Miller is leading a new multidisciplinary center to expand the study of environmental factors related to Parkinson’s disease.

The Emory Parkinson’s Disease Collaborative Environmental Research Center (Emory PD-CERC), funded by a five-year, $6.4 million grant from NIH, involves researchers from Emory and Georgia Tech to learn more about how pesticides and other agents may influence the disease.

“Exposure to various pesticides and PCBs [polychlorinated biphenyls] are thought to be involved in Parkinson’s,” says Miller, associate professor of environmental and occupational health. “It’s likely that a combination of environmental exposures and genetic susceptibility ultimately leads to the disease. Although most people are diagnosed in mid- to late life with Parkinson’s, experimental evidence suggests that neurodegeneration begins decades before a clinical diagnosis of the disease. Thus there should be opportunities to prevent or slow its progression.”

Emory’s PD-CERC encompasses three major research areas: determining the environmental contaminants that can interrupt storage of the neurotransmitter dopamine, determining how mitochondria respond to injury, and developing metabolic biomarkers to detect exposures and the disease itself.

Miller’s research team recently established a mouse model of Parkinson’s. They also identified a connection between exposure to the banned pesticide dieldrin during gestation and lactation and an increased risk of developing Parkinson’s-like damage in laboratory mice.

“While many pesticides have been banned, they still remain in the soil and can take decades to break down, as in the case with dieldrin,” Miller says. “We found that the pesticide does not directly kill the mice’s dopamine neurons but makes them more vulnerable to Parkinson’s.”

Through the PD-CERC, researchers will study how various chemicals affect dopamine neuron function in order to identify which chemicals influence Parkinson’s. They also plan to develop biomarkers to identify people exposed to suspected pollutants and determine if their exposure contributes to disease onset or progression.

To foster new research, the funding from NIH allows the PD-CERC to award three pilot grants for promising proposals each year. “In the past, these types of pilot grants have had a major impact by bringing new people and ideas to the field,” says Miller. “We look forward to fostering new collaborations.”—Kay Torrance
New faculty appointments

The RSPH appointed several faculty members in recent months.

Solveig Argeseanu, assistant professor of global health, studies the social influences on child health. Her interests include relatives within the home environment, behavioral influences within social networks, demography and health, and child obesity. Prior to joining the faculty, Argeseanu was a postdoctoral fellow in global health epidemiology.

RSPH alumna Cam Escoffey is an assistant professor of behavioral sciences and health education specializing in cancer prevention and control, including tobacco control, program evaluation, web-based health promotion, and use of evidence-based public health strategies. She formerly was a clinical assistant professor with the RSPH.

Laura Gaydos, research assistant professor in health policy and management, also directs the department's MSPH program. Her research encompasses unintended pregnancy prevention/reproductive health, religion and reproductive health, women's fitness and nutrition, and racial disparities and legislative advocacy with regard to women's health.

Julie Gazmararian, associate professor of epidemiology, studies health literacy and reproductive health in underserved populations. She previously worked with the CDC and the USQA Center for Health Care Research with Aetna. The center is now based in the RSPH as the Emory Center on Health Outcomes and Quality. Formerly a research associate professor, Gazmararian leads a health literacy work group at Emory.

Ron Goetz, research professor in health policy and management, wears two hats as director of Emory’s Institute for Health and Productivity Studies and vice president of consulting and applied research for Thomson Reuters in Washington, D.C. Among multiple studies, he is the lead investigator for a New York City-based project supporting collaboration between private and public sectors in health promotion and disease prevention initiatives directed at employers.

Pulak Ghosh, research associate professor in biostatistics, holds appointments in the RSPH and the Emory Winship Cancer Institute. He conducts research on Bayesian statistical methods in clinical trials, longitudinal data, and multivariate survival analysis and contributes expertise to the RSPH’s growing team on statistical clinical trials.

Cardiologist Abhinov Goyal is an assistant professor of epidemiology and assistant professor of medicine. Through population research, Goyal explores the link between dysglycemia and cardiovascular disease. Most recently, he completed a fellowship at the Population Health Research Institute at McMaster University in Ontario.

Penelope Howards, assistant professor of epidemiology, specializes in reproductive health. She joined the RSPH after serving as a visiting scientist at the Danish Epidemiology Science Center at Aarhus University and as a postdoctoral fellow with the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development.

Sean Kaufman, senior associate in epidemiology, is director of programs for the Center for Public Health Preparedness and Research. He currently directs a behavioral-based training program for staff working in high-containment laboratories. Kaufman previously served with the CDC, working directly with populations affected by infectious diseases, including anthrax, West Nile virus, and SARS.

Juan Leon was a postdoctoral fellow in the RSPH prior to becoming an assistant professor of global health. Among his research interests: infectious disease, immunology, enteric and foodborne diseases, diarrhea, norovirus, parasitology, and Chagas heart disease.

Saad Omer, assistant professor of global health, is a physician and epidemiologist specializing in vaccine-preventable diseases and HIV/AIDS. His research portfolio includes clinical trials to estimate the efficacy and/or immunogenicity of influenza, polio, measles, and pneumococcal vaccines; studies on the impact of spatial clustering of vaccine refusers; and clinical trials to reduce mother-to-child transmission...
recent postdoctoral fellow in behavioral sciences and health education. She is a co-investigator on a randomized controlled trial to reduce decay of HIV-preventive behaviors among African American adolescent girls, a school-based flu vaccination program, and an HIV prevention program to strengthen family interaction and support early adolescent development.

An assistant professor of epidemiology, Anne Spaulding is a physician specializing in infectious and chronic disease epidemiology in correctional and drug-using populations. She has worked with the Rhode Island Department of Corrections, CDC’s National Center for HIV, STD, and TB Prevention and National Center for Infectious Diseases, and Georgia Correctional Health Care. Spaulding previously was a research assistant professor.

Matthew Strickland joined the RSPH as assistant professor of environmental and occupational health after serving with the CDC’s National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities. His interests include the epidemiology of congenital heart defects and associations between ambient air pollution and adverse pregnancy outcomes. Strickland also serves as assistant professor of epidemiology.

Patrick Sullivan, associate professor of epidemiology, is a veterinarian specializing in infectious diseases and vaccine development. He spent most of his career at the CDC, most recently as chief of the Behavior and Clinical Surveillance Branch, and also worked with the HIV Vaccine Trials Network at the University of Washington in Seattle.

Poul Thorsen, research professor of epidemiology, comes to Emory from the Institute of Public Health at the University of Aarhus in Denmark. His research encompasses prenatal risk factors, infectious causes of preterm delivery, low birth weight, autism, fetal neurologic development and alcohol consumption in pregnancy, and neurodevelopmental outcomes.

Kevin Ward, research associate professor of epidemiology, is an expert in cancer surveillance, registration, and control. He serves as deputy director of the Georgia Center for Cancer Statistics and as co-principal investigator of the National Cancer Institute’s Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Registry in Metropolitan Atlanta. He received his MPH and PhD degrees from the RSPH.

Zhou Yang, assistant professor of health policy and management, comes to the RSPH from the University of Florida. Her research interests include the cost and efficacy of prescription drugs and the economic burden of chronic diseases. Her articles have appeared in the Journal of Human Resources, Health Services Research, the Journal of Gerontology Social Science, and the American Journal of Managed Care.
A global voice for nutrition

Nutrition expert Reynaldo Martorell received the 2008 Marion V. Creekmore Award for Internationalization. The annual award honors a faculty member for furthering Emory’s commitment to building a global society.

Martorell, Robert W. Woodruff Professor of International Nutrition, is known for his longitudinal studies in maternal and child nutrition and his research on micronutrient malnutrition. Also chair of the Hubert Department of Global Health, he has increased faculty and student numbers and expanded research and academic programs.

“Dr. Martorell has improved the lives of countless citizens in the developing world,” says Holli Semetko, Emory vice provost of international affairs. “His voice in the struggle to fight malnutrition can be heard around the world.”

Coca-Cola executive Claus M. Halle established the Creekmore Award in 2000. A former diplomat, Creekmore was Emory’s first vice provost for international affairs.

Fulbright honorees in Africa

A current doctoral student and an alumna both specializing in behavioral sciences and health education hold grants from the Fulbright Scholars Program this year.

PhD candidate Amy Patterson is in Mali this fall to learn how information about malaria is produced and shared at various health system levels. “I’m particularly interested in the ways that health workers interpret information from the national level and apply it to their day-to-day work,” says Patterson. Additionally, she is looking at how patient-provider communication influences behavior in seeking and adhering to treatment and how households and communities receive and translate health information.

Melissa Adams, 03MPH, is studying in Africa on a Fulbright-mtvU Fellowship. Adams is working in Northern Uganda to develop a hip-hop therapy project for youth affected by war and HIV and assess how the project suits the children’s psychosocial needs. Adams is one of five graduates nationwide to receive fellowships sponsored by the U.S. State Department and mtv’s 24-hour college network. The fellowships use the power of music to promote mutual understanding worldwide.

Health-care hero

Behavioral sciences professor Karen Glanz was honored by the Atlanta Business Chronicle for reducing cancer and disease related to obesity and smoking in rural Southwest Georgia. The newspaper recognized her as part of its 2008 Health Care Hero Awards.

The RSPH partners with the Southwest Georgia Cancer Coalition through the Emory Prevention Research Center (EPRC), which Glanz directs. The beauty of their relationship is that community members reached out to the RSPH instead of the other way around. As a result, the EPRC initiated programs and research to target behaviors among residents that contribute to increased cancer risk—tobacco use, physical activity, and poor nutrition.

“Karen has really helped change the negative stereotypes and misunderstandings that people at the community level have had for large universities and research in general,” Diane Fletcher, CEO of the Southwest Georgia Cancer Coalition, told the Atlanta Business Chronicle.
Emory launches its most ambitious fund-raising campaign ever to improve lives and health

Together, the university and the RSPH launched a new era this fall with Campaign Emory. With a goal of $1.6 billion, the campaign is destined to bring about what Emory President James Wagner calls “positive transformation” in society at home and abroad.

“Campaign Emory will help us put knowledge to work,” Wagner told alumni and friends during the kickoff gala. “With your support, we will endow chairs to recruit and retain the best faculty. We will provide scholarships for the best students, including students who couldn’t afford to come
here otherwise. Resources for this campaign will launch programs that change the lives and health of people in Atlanta and around the world.”

Wagner’s words reflect both the mission and aspirations of the RSVP as it seeks to raise $150 million for faculty research and teaching, student scholarships and programs, and facilities. Thus far, the RSVP has raised more than $110 million and the university $856 million since Campaign Emory began quietly three years ago.

Scheduled to run through 2012, the campaign not only will transform Emory’s campus and programs but also raise public awareness about research, education, and community endeavors. Campaign goals are tied to the university’s strategic plan, “Where Courageous Inquiry Leads,” set in 2005.

“What drives us is the urgency to show what we know, to care for communities at home and abroad, to discover solutions to difficult problems, and to give something back to a world that has given us so much,” said Sonny Deriso Jr., 68C, 72L, Campaign Emory chair.

The RSVP has built considerable momentum for the campaign aided by school and volunteer leaders, including Lawrence and Ann Estes Klamon, 65C, 76L, RSVP campaign co-chairs, and Virginia Bales Harris, 71C, 77MPH, alumni chair.

In celebrating the campaign launch, circus-style acrobats performed “Enquérir,” a five-act journey exploring the idea of courageous inquiry. Magically, the performers portrayed nurture, ethics, and other themes behind the campaign.

“There have been many transfor-
nautical points in Emory’s history, times when the university had the courage to reach for that next rung on the ladder,” said Wagner. “This is one of those points. We know who we are and what we want to become. We also know that what got us where we are today will not be sufficient to get us where we want to go.”

The campaign celebration also honored alumni and friends committed to transforming the university. Thus far, the two largest gifts to date include $261.5 million from the Robert W. Woodruff Foundation to the university for expansion of its health care facilities and $50 million from the O. Wayne Rollins Foundation and the Rollins family for a second RSPH building, now under construction. The new building is named for Claudia Nance Rollins, the mother of the late O. Wayne Rollins. Through the years, O. Wayne and his family have made major gifts to Emory for theology, medical research, and public health.

“We are delighted to be part of the continued growth at Emory,” said Amy Rollins Kreisler, executive director of the Rollins Foundation. “As a family, we have strived to continue my grandfather’s vision to improve people’s lives. We would not be able to do so if it were not for the students, faculty, and staff of the Rollins School of Public Health who work hard very day to improve lives around the globe.”

To learn more about Campaign Emory and the RSPH, visit campaign.emory.edu.
A RESOUNDING ‘YES’

Lawrence and Ann Klamon didn’t think twice when asked to lead Campaign Emory for the RSPH

By Pam Auchmutey
If it weren’t for snow and The Wall Street Journal, Lawrence Klamon might never have come south, met his wife Ann, or become a fan of the RS Ph.

A young attorney, Klamon had just returned from a business trip when he picked up the newspaper and saw an advertisement for a general counsel position in Georgia, far away from the cold, wet winters in New York City. The ad led to a meeting with Fuqua Industries founder J.B. Fuqua, who convinced Klamon to join his young company. Klamon would serve more than two decades with what became a Fortune 500 conglomerate, eventually becoming president and CEO.

Today, Klamon and his wife Ann have taken on the responsibility of growing another enterprise as RS Ph co-chairs for Campaign Emory, the university’s $1.6 billion fund-raising effort. Together, the Klamons are helping the school raise $150 million by 2012 to support faculty recruitment, research and teaching, student scholarships, and facilities.

Not long after the RS Ph was established in 1990, Larry Klamon joined the Dean’s Council, whose members serve as school ambassadors. Although Klamon didn’t know much about the RS Ph at first, he became hooked after listening to faculty and students talk about their research and field experiences. When the school asked him to chair the Dean’s Council, he agreed. Ann Klamon, ’65C, ’76L, joined the council as well.

“I was fascinated by the subject matter and the relevance to health at every level, from local to global,” says Ann, retired vice president for executive banking with SunTrust Bank. “The mission of the school resonated with me strongly. That’s why I feel very positive about giving time and effort to the school and the campaign.”

After graduating from Emory College, Ann Estes taught high school briefly and traveled through Europe for a year with a friend. She was working in the psychiatry department at Emory when she decided to expand her career options by earning a law degree and subsequently worked in the Georgia Office of the Attorney General before joining SunTrust Bank. She met Larry Klamon through a law school classmate. In addition to sharing professional interests, they were bound by a passion for community service. “It’s in my blood,” says Ann. “It’s something I’ve always done, and Larry too.”

Ann, for example, serves with the Achievement Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS) Foundation, which provides scholarships to U.S. students in science, medicine, and engineering. ARCS supports two RS Ph doctoral students in epidemiology and other students at Emory. This past summer, the Klamons were elected to the board of directors for the Piedmont Hospital

RS Ph Campaign Committee Members

Fred Sanfilippo (left), Emory’s executive vice president for health affairs, recently met with RS Ph Campaign Committee members Virginia Bales Harris, ’71C, ’77MPH; Lawrence Klamon; Ann Klamon, ’65C, ’76L; RS Ph Dean James Curran; Walter Wildstein; Stanley Jones; and Richard Hubert, ’60L. The group includes 15 school and volunteer leaders who will guide RS Ph efforts for Campaign Emory. Jeffrey Adams, Eugene Ganguarosa, Anne Hydrick Kaiser, Amy Rollins Kreisler, Cecil Phillips, Jane Shivers, Shelby Wilkes, and Kathryn Graves, ’93MPH, also serve as committee members.
Foundation. Ann also serves on the board for Camp Sunshine and is a former board member with the Atlanta Botanical Garden, the Georgia Conservancy, and the Girls Preparatory School, her high school alma mater in Chattanooga. At Emory, she helped establish a mentoring program for undergraduate women in the college.

“Emory has always called me back to help with various initiatives,” says Ann. “I love the place. Emory has great leadership, and I’ve always wanted to be involved with that.”

Although Larry didn’t attend Emory, he has strong ties to the university through Ann and his children. Both of his sons hold degrees from Goizueta Business School, and his daughter graduated from Oxford College. He has served on the Goizueta Advisory Council and the university’s Board of Visitors. Outside of Emory, he has served on multiple boards and remains active in the Atlanta Rotary, Yale Law School, and Washington University in St. Louis, which presented him with a distinguished alumni award in 1985.

Through their volunteer leadership, the Klamons have formed long-lasting ties with a variety of organizations and people who share their interest in serving others. Those connections will serve the RSPH well as they help advance Campaign Emory.

“Chairing the campaign for the RSPH is a major task, but our job is made easier because the school has great leadership and programs that touch people in all kinds of ways.” —Lawrence Klamon, RSPH campaign co-chair

Like a rocket
Through the Dean’s Council, for instance, members learn about the vast range of RSPH initiatives in areas such as diabetes, cancer, and safe water. “While the school’s scope is worldwide, there are significant public health issues right here in Georgia—AIDS, diabetes, obesity,” says Ann. “Those topics resonate personally with most everyone on the Dean’s Council because they often affect someone the members know.”

“If people are exposed to what the school does and the kinds of issues it addresses, it’s not a hard sell to get them to support the school,” adds Larry. “The challenge is getting the word out so that people know about the school.”

The rapid growth of the RSPH in recent years appeals to his business sense. “The school has taken off like a rocket. It’s 18 years old and already ranked 7th in the nation,” he says. “It’s been able to attract world-class faculty to enhance teaching and research. Enrollment has tripled in recent years, with students doing field work around the world and collaborating locally with the CDC, CARE, and other partners. As a result, the school has grown dramatically and outstripped the Grace Crum Rollins Building. That’s why the school has a new building under construction.”

The Klamons attribute the school’s growth to the leadership of Dean James Curran, Kathryn Graves, associate dean for development and external relations, and other leaders. “If they weren’t there, I don’t think we would be either,” says Larry. “We augment them. Look at what’s happened to the endowment in the time that Jim Curran has been here. It’s gone from something like $3 million to more than $50 million.”

Thus far, the RSPH has raised a significant amount for Campaign Emory—more than $110 million of its $150 million goal. But much work remains.

“We’ve been fortunate because the school is already two-thirds of the way toward its goal, thanks to the $50 million gift from the Rollins family for the Claudia Nance Rollins Building and other significant gifts,” says Larry. “We need to focus on smaller gifts and getting the word out to more people outside the school.”

That’s where the Klamons and other members of the RSPH Campaign Committee—more than a dozen of the school’s key volunteer leaders—come in as they connect and reconnect with others to spread the word about the school’s mission and its plans for the future.

“The hardest part of the campaign lies ahead. But we’re off to a great start and well on our way,” says Larry. “Ann and I are confident that we will get there.”
Long grounded in the RSPH, Virginia Bales Harris leads alumni for Campaign Emory

By Pam Auchmutey

Virginia Bales Harris, 71C, 77MPH, came to enroll in Emory’s first MPH class by way of the point system. Former CDC director David Sencer used the system to recruit CDC staff for the MPH program that he co-founded with Emory faculty. “He’d point to you or call you up and say, ‘You are going,’” says Harris, whose career with the CDC spanned 35 years.

Harris has been tapped many times since, most recently as RSPH alumni chair for Campaign Emory. As the school’s alumni leader for the university’s $1.6 billion fund-raising initiative, Harris builds on a legacy of serving the RSPH and Emory. She currently is a member of the school’s Dean’s Council and has spearheaded fund-raising efforts for the RSPH in years past.

“Service” has been part of her vocabulary since childhood. The daughter of a U.S. Air Force officer and an elementary school teacher, Harris grew up in Maryland just outside of Washington, D.C. “My parents were committed to public service,” she says.

Her own career reflects similar dedication. During her early years with the CDC, Harris became grounded in programs for tuberculosis control, environmental health, and epidemiology. In the early 1980s, she served as special assistant to CDC Deputy Director Bill Watson, just as the agency expanded its scope beyond infectious disease to focus on health promotion.

Later, as deputy director for what is now the National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, she played a pivotal role in team projects, such as establishing the state-based Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System and the Public Health Prevention Specialist Program. As deputy director for program management under CDC director Jeffrey Koplan, Harris helped update the agency’s master building plan and secure funding for new facilities. She then directed the Division of Adult and Community Health, which allowed her to resume working in public health programs and continue mentoring young professionals.

Now, more than 30 years and several career awards later, Harris credits her MPH degree with expanding her view of public health. “It was also important that I had connections outside of work. Emory has given me that.”

Awareness of public health in general, Harris found, widened considerably over the years. “Elected officials and people around the world have a basic understanding of public health and how important it is to our well-being,” she notes. “The world is changing fast. That’s what the RSPH prepares students for. The key is to learn how to keep learning.”

That’s what Harris intends to do as she leads alumni fund-raising to support the RSPH. “Campaign Emory is a great way to connect with alumni,” she says. “There were a handful of graduates in my class, and the number of alumni now [almost 5,000] is tremendous. I run into people all the time who are alums, which gives you an opportunity to meet so many people.”

“The school is my touchstone and my home,” she adds. “It has offered me the best opportunity and the best way to serve.”

Virginia Bales Harris, 71C, 77MPH
It was a day for honoring generations when ground was broken on a second RSHP building last spring. As members of the Rollins and Emory families gathered, they embodied the close-knit ties that have made the RSHP one of the nation’s top 10 schools in its field.

“The word ‘family’ is widely used in the Rollins School of Public Health,” said Emory President James Wagner. “It often refers to the incredible sense of community that exists in the school, among its leaders, faculty, students, alumni, and its public health partners. The word also refers to ‘THE’ family, a name increasingly recognized for its support of public health.”

With the naming of the new building for Claudia Nance Rollins, the Rollinses’ ties to Emory and the RSHP now span five generations. The building is named for the mother of O. Wayne and John Rollins, who were reared by Claudia and their father Henry in Catoosa County, Georgia. It was there that Claudia instilled in them a deep regard for family, community, and hard work. The two brothers became respected self-made businessmen through suc-
cessful ventures from pest control to radio and television stations. Committed to improving the lives of those around them, they also became two of Emory’s most distinguished benefactors.

As a university trustee, Wayne supported Emory’s effort to establish a school of public health in 1990. Following his death in 1991, his family was instrumental in constructing the Grace Crum Rollins Building, named for his wife. In 1994, Emory named the school to honor the family’s commitment to the university. The family subsequently funded the O. Wayne and Grace Crum Rollins Endowment for faculty research and the Center for Public Health Preparedness and Research.

Last year, the Rollins family stepped forward again to provide a $50 million lead gift through the O. Wayne Rollins Foundation for a second SPH building to be connected to the Grace Crum Rollins Building by a glass corridor. The nine-story Claudia Nance Rollins Building will more than double the capacity of the SPH complex and thus enhance its ability to improve health and prevent disease. Both
buildings are a short distance from the O. Wayne Rollins Research Center in the School of Medicine.

“It’s very fitting that my grandfather’s research center will be next to a building named in honor of his mother, which in turn will be connected by a bridge to a building named for his wife,” said Amy Rollins Kreisler, executive director of the O. Wayne Rollins Foundation. “These two women were very important figures in his life and had a close relationship with each other. It’s very fitting that their buildings be connected.”

Many members of the Rollins family attended the groundbreaking—Wayne and Grace’s sons, Randall and Gary (Emory trustee emeritus and trustee, respectively), their wives Peggy and Ruthie, and many of Wayne and Grace’s children and grandchildren. All are part of an extended family quilt that includes three generations of Emory leaders.

Fred Sanfilippo is among those leaders, having joined Emory last year as executive vice president for health affairs. Already, he has come to value the school’s “unparalleled gift for collaboration and community. These partnerships and the school’s role as a center for international health research and training contribute to Atlanta’s reputation.
as the public health capital of the world,” he said.

‘A fortunate problem’
When James Curran became dean of the RSPH in 1995, the school had occupied the Grace Crum Rollins Building for nearly a year. The school has since tripled its students, faculty, and research. Now the school has what Kreisler calls “a fortunate problem”—the need for more space. The Claudia Nance Rollins Building will enable the school to expand its physical capacity, recruit additional faculty, grow its research and education programs, and attract more students with the goal of becoming one of the top five public health schools in the world.

“We cannot achieve those things without this building,” said Curran. “And we would not have this building and all that it represents without the vision and generosity of the Rollins family.”

Slated to open in fall 2010, the new facility will have technologically sophisticated “smart” classrooms, wet laboratories on three floors, offices, conference space, and an auditorium. It will support education and research in several key areas, including global health, predictive health, infectious disease, cancer, diabetes, and other chronic diseases. Conference capabilities will augment the development of training, distance-learning, and professional exchange programs. The Grace Crum Rollins Building will be renovated to enhance existing classroom and office space and provide a full-service cafe.

The building has been a partnership from the beginning. SLAM Collaborative, the building architect, has based its design on ideas generated by RSPH faculty, staff, students, and alumni; members of Emory’s health sciences and university communities; and the Rollins family. Filled with natural light and energy-saving features, the building is designed to achieve silver status for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. Once it opens, the Claudia Nance Rollins Building also will enable the school to better serve the university, city, state, nation, and world, just as its multiple planners intended.

“Many of our alumni think of themselves as Rollins graduates, and as those alumni practice what they learn here, hundreds of thousands of people throughout the city and the world know the Rollins name as a sign of hope,” Curran told the great-great grandchildren of Claudia Nance Rollins at the groundbreaking. “Most of those people will never know you, but like us, they will be grateful to you.”

As the ceremony concluded, Kreisler reflected on what the new building and the RSPH would mean to O. Wayne Rollins.

“My grandfather once said that ‘giving to a living institution that goes on and on and affects people’s lives—to me that’s the best. That’s the highest kind of giving when you invest in people.’ I can’t think of a better example of his philosophy than this school.”
When Sandra Thurman joined the Hubert Department of Global Health in 2006, she brought with her unparalleled expertise in AIDS, connections with leaders like former South African president Nelson Mandela, and best wishes from friends like Joseph W. Blount. The latter recently proved to be a true friend indeed, when Blount, a philanthropist and AIDS activist, pledged $2 million to support Thurman’s work.

Blount’s largess comes as Thurman steps into a new role as director of the Interfaith Health Program (IHP) and establishes the Joseph W. Blount Global Health and Society Program. “The gift was not tied to my joining the Interfaith Health Program, but it was a nice fit,” says Thurman, who also directs the International AIDS Trust (IAT) at the RSPH. “It gives me the opportunity to pursue the connection between faith and health, as well as look at global justice and social issues pertaining to women’s health and HIV and AIDS. Joe and I both have a keen interest in all of these issues.”

Their relationship grew from seeds planted in the mid-1980s, though they met a decade before. Their friendship deepened when many of their gay friends fell ill with the disease that came to be known as AIDS.

At the outset of the epidemic, Thurman and Blount became involved with the grassroots nonprofit AID Atlanta—Thurman first as a hospice volunteer and later as director and Blount as financial supporter. “AID Atlanta was in a precarious position with their finances when Sandy joined the organization,” says Blount. “I became her ‘groupie’ and supported her every effort in making AID Atlanta one of the most respected community AIDS organizations in the country.”
Following AID Atlanta, Thurman served with the Task Force for Child Survival and Development and then directed the Office of National AIDS Policy in the Clinton White House. When Clinton left office, many of the AIDS programs were shifted to IAT, led by Thurman in Washington and now at the RSPH.

Blount supported Thurman each step of the way and even encouraged her to go back to school to get a theology degree.

“When I started my work in HIV/AIDS as a hospice volunteer, I learned that it’s impossible to separate people’s health from their spiritual life,” says Thurman. “What sustains people in times of challenge, particularly around end-of-life issues and chronic illness, is their faith. So much of Joe’s generosity is grounded in the tenants of his faith. We resonate in that way.”

When Thurman returned to Atlanta with IAT, she and Blount began to discuss the possibility of an endowment to support her ongoing work on HIV/AIDS and the connection between faith and health. The $2 million gift, creating the Joseph W. Blount Global Health and Society Program, was formalized earlier this year.

With Blount’s support and Thurman’s direction, the Global Health and Society Program will focus on challenges faced by the world’s most underserved populations. Its work will encompass faith and health, HIV/AIDS, women’s health, health advocacy, and the empowerment of women and girls. The goal: coming to understand the social drivers of disease and disparities to help communities address issues in their own backyards.

In many poor places in the world, that means working through the church or other faith-based institutions, which together provide more than 40% to 60% of all health care and social services. IHP, a cornerstone of the Global Health and Society Program, works with faith-based institutions, non-governmental organizations, governments, and religious and political leaders to assess public health needs and resources in communities. Working with those communities, IHP then helps develop health, education, and support services that fit the people they serve.

At the same time, Thurman works to empower people who have the resources to help more effectively. For the past five years, she has taken women philanthropists to Africa to see the disproportionate impact of the AIDS epidemic on women and girls. After introducing her visitors to first ladies, ministers of health, and other women leaders, Thurman leads her guests to various sites, such as microenterprise programs that bring women out of poverty or orphanages and homes for children affected by AIDS, to demonstrate how appropriate investments can make a difference.

Just recently, the IHP began working with the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief on prevention programs in Kenya. IHP also joined forces with the CDC to create the first National Center for Public Health and Faith Collaborations (NCPHFC). The NCPHFC works with more than 13,000 partners worldwide, including more than 125 congregations with health missions in East and Southern Africa.

“Our goal is to teach—and share—the basics of public health, the basics of development, and the basics of engaging with people in resource-constrained settings,” says Thurman. “Our curriculum builds on community wisdom from Africa and other global settings and is designed, in part, to train people in U.S. congregations to be more effective when they go overseas and spend time on the ground in the developing world.”

Though the fight against AIDS has seen some victories, with a reduction in new infections in Africa, Thurman is the first to admit that there is yet a long way to go. “What Joe and I have begun, we will not see the end of,” says Thurman. “But we are both committed to building a foundation that will foster the necessary research and conversations so the kind of interventions that really make a difference can be built. I’m talking about interventions based on science and reality, not ideology.”
Alumnus Michael Lindsay adopts the notion of grounding future physicians in public health

Michael Lindsay, 91 MPH, believes in investments. Not necessarily the kind that require filling out a 1099 tax form each year, although he has filed his share of those. Lindsay is more interested in investing in youth. He regularly donates to the annual funds of various colleges and medical schools and contributes to the James Thornton Memorial Scholarship, awarded each year to a high school senior who lives in DeKalb County.

So when he was approached about sponsoring an MD/MPH student through Emory’s Adopt-a-Scholar Program, he didn’t hesitate. “I thought it would be a great use of resources—investing in the education of young physicians who are pursuing additional training in public health,” says Lindsay, the director of the Division of Maternal-Fetal Medicine at Emory and chief of the gynecology and obstetrics service at Grady Memorial Hospital.

The Adopt-a-Scholar Program offers alumni a way to honor their time at Emory with a named scholarship for a student who needs financial assistance with tuition. Last year, Lindsay “adopted” then fourth-year MD/MPH student Demetrius Woods. This year he is sponsoring fourth-year MD/MPH student Olivier Deigni.

Both students appreciated the financial help that came with the...
Although Emory’s medical school provides significant scholarship funds for the MPH year to students seeking the dual degree, taking on an extra year of school while deferring a year of earning is a daunting financial hurdle. Every bit of help is precious.

“Medical school is very expensive. Public health school is very expensive,” says Deigni. “I haven’t had an income since I started medical school, and it’s pretty difficult to get by. Dr. Lindsay’s support means I have to take out fewer loans, and I’m very grateful for that.”

But the students are perhaps equally grateful for the mentoring component of the program. Sponsors meet with their “adoptees” several times during the year to act as a sounding board and share their expertise.

Lindsay has quite a bit to share. He earned his MD from Yale, but after practicing at Grady, decided to return to school for his MPH. “I felt I lacked the skills I needed to conduct quality clinical research, and I thought an MPH would give me those skills,” says Lindsay. “It turned out to be an important career move for me. It has enabled me to conduct clinical research I would not be able to do otherwise.”

Lindsay’s research focuses on adverse pregnancy outcomes, primarily HIV transmission from mother to infant. He has gained an international reputation for his expertise, and he weighs in on public policy advocacy for reproductive health locally, state-wide, nationally, and internationally.

Woods had already begun working on a project to develop a new practice model for ob/gyns called obstetric hospitalists. These hospitalists would work only in the hospital, on shifts much like nurses, to relieve the often unpredictable work hours for obstetricians. “Since ob/gyn is Dr. Lindsay’s field, he was able to give me a lot of perspective,” says Woods, now an ob/gyn resident at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York. “I was already leaning toward specializing in ob, but having the support of a faculty member of Dr. Lindsay’s stature definitely pushed me in that direction.”

Deigni, who entered his public health year this fall, is studying epidemiology—Lindsay’s area of concentration at the RSPh. “I’m hoping Dr. Lindsay can help me decide what to focus on and what type of research projects to get involved in,” says Deigni, who hopes to return to his home in West Africa to do research and clinical practice.

For his part, Lindsay is happy to have a chance to give back. “I got scholarships to get through college and medical school,” he says. “I quickly realized that people who made the investment in my education didn’t know me. They were supporting the concept of investing in young people. I’ve adopted that concept. The Adopt-a-Scholar Program helps fulfill one of my goals in life, which is to make a positive contribution in terms of improving health care. I try to do that in my personal actions but also in investing in future health care providers.”

To learn more about the Adopt-a-Scholar Program, visit www.alumni.emory.edu/annualfund/adoptascholar.
ONE STEP LEADS TO ANOTHER

Biostatistician Donna Brogan endows the lecture named in her honor

By Pam Auchmutey

Donna Brogan didn’t plan to earn a doctorate in statistics, teach at a major university, found a women’s caucus to advance equality in her profession, or chair the biostatistics department in the RSPH. Each step led to another as she sought a way to work in a field once outside the prescribed role for women.

“I followed my interest in mathematics, no matter what,” says Brogan, an internationally recognized sample survey expert who taught at Emory for 33 years.

Retired since 2004, Brogan continues to think of ways to advance the professional development of biostatistics students and faculty in the RSPH. Instead of contributing annually to the school as in years past, she chose to endow the annual Donna J. Brogan Lecture in Biostatistics, established by department faculty, staff, students, and friends in 2006 to honor her contributions to biostatistics and women’s issues. Brogan’s gift ensures that the lecture continues.

“The lecture was an appropriate way to honor Donna,” says Michael Kutner, Rollins professor and chair of the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics. “We raised enough money to support the first two lectures. Donna came to me to ask how to make the lectures go on indefinitely. She supported the lecture as a way to thank the department after her retirement.”

Colleagues describe Brogan as an accomplished “rabble-rouser” with numerous honors, including the Unsung Heroine Award from...
the Emory Women’s Center, alumni awards from her alma maters, and an award from the American Statistical Association (ASA) for advancing women in the field.

The daughter of a Baltimore auto worker, Brogan was the first in her family to attend college, earning a mathematics degree in 1960. A few years later, when she turned down a secretarial position in the statistics department at Iowa State, the program offered her a slot in its PhD program. She became the first person in the department to win a coveted university fellowship.

During her tenure as chair, Brogan hired several female faculty members to increase the representation of women in the department. In growing the department, she helped broaden its research base to help gain national visibility in biostatistics methodology.

“She gave qualified recruits a chance—male or female. There were no double standards,” says Professor Amita Manatunga, whom Brogan hired in 1994. “She served the faculty. She had a gift for encouraging them and stating their strengths and shortcomings in a positive way.”

Brogan’s mentoring seed was planted early when an elementary school teacher tutored her in junior high and high school mathematics. “This guy stayed after school with me every day the whole year I was in 6th grade,” Brogan says. “I often think about that.”

She also thinks about her father, grandfather, and others like them who spent their lives working at jobs they hated. “I wanted to do something that I enjoyed,” says Brogan. “Education was the vehicle for doing that.”

By endowing the Donna J. Brogan Lecture in Biostatistics, she is helping faculty and students at the RSPH and across Emory deepen their knowledge. Annual lectures to date have included nationally known biostatisticians in tobacco (Scott Zeger from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health), cancer (Mitch Gail from the National Cancer Institute), and genetics (Nan Laird from Harvard School of Public Health). Guest lecturers take away something as well. “It gives them an opportunity to learn and spread the word about the department and the school,” says Brogan.

“‘Endowed’ goes on forever,” she adds. “I knew that the donor base for the lecture would need a boost over time. And I’m grateful to my department, the school, and the university for spending my career here.”

Her professional and societal views widened considerably at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where she taught biostatistics, participated in a women’s consciousness-raising group, and formed a women’s caucus with the American Statistical Association to advocate for greater opportunities for female students and colleagues.

In 1971, she joined the Department of Biometry at the Emory School of Medicine and became only the fourth woman to be promoted to full professor in that school. When the department moved to the RSPH in 1990, Brogan was the only female full professor for several years and served as the school’s first female department chair during the early 1990s. “We grew up together as faculty members,” says Kutner, who joined the biometry department the same year as Brogan and served as RSPH biostatistics chair before her.

“Endowed’ goes on forever. I knew that the donor base for the lecture would need a boost over time. And I’m grateful to my department, the school, and the university for spending my career here.”—Donna Brogan, professor emerita of biostatistics

A name change for biostatistics

The biostatistics department is now the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, reflecting a commitment by the Woodruff Health Sciences Center and Emory to expanding computational and statistical expertise. As a result, the RSPH will increasingly collaborate with the medical and nursing schools and Georgia Tech to help quantify the vast amounts of data generated through biomedical studies. Biostatistics professor Lance Waller leads a strategic effort to help the department grow best in bioinformatics. DuBois Bowman directs the Center for Biomedical Imaging Statistics, formed last year to help researchers advance disease prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and public health.
Petite and polite, Beverly Long accepted her honorary doctorate from Emory in 2007 with quiet grace. But her gentle demeanor belies her stature as a public health leader.

“Her vision brought mental health into the purview of public health at Emory,” says Benjamin Druss, who holds the Rosalynn Carter Chair of Mental Health at the rSPH. “She has worked tirelessly as an advocate for mental health care since the 1970s, when she worked with Mrs. Carter at the state level, and later, on the global stage with the World Federation for Mental Health. Throughout those years, Ms. Long has been passionate about bringing mental health into public health.”

When Long made the initial proposal and contribution to endow the Rosalynn Carter Chair of Mental Health several years ago, she was making a statement. The chair provides a professorship and program focused on prevention of mental disorders and the promotion of mental health. It also honors Mrs. Carter for bringing national and world attention to mental health issues.

“Prevention is the key,” says Long, a civil rights advocate who has worked with President and Mrs. Carter for more than three decades. “It’s taken people a long time to catch on, but they’re starting to understand that mental health means more than just mental illness.”

The chair that Druss holds is the first of its kind in the nation—a mix of academic research in the rSPH with The Carter Center’s action-oriented agenda. A physician with an MPH from Yale University, Druss holds appointments in health policy in the rSPH and psychiatry in the Emory School of Medicine and works with The Carter Center as a member of its Mental Health Task Force. Benjamin Druss and Beverly Long share a commitment to changing policy to improve mental health services for vulnerable patients.

THE MIND MATTERS

A longtime advocate and an RSPH researcher give mental health and physical health equal billing in the public health arena

By Valerie Gregg and Pam Auchmutey
Integrating mental health care into public health is challenging but crucial, says Druss. Medicine in general has long considered the mind to be separate from the body, and psychiatry has been something of an outlier among medical specialties. But now, public health is playing an increasingly important role in bringing psychiatry and medicine together.

The Carter Center’s Mental Health Program is oriented toward changing public policy, not just studying it. This uncommon mix is what brought Druss from Yale to Emory in 2003.

“My position as the Rosalynn Carter Chair of Mental Health is unique,” he says. “It allows me to serve as a bridge between public health and clinical care, research and mental health policy, and The Carter Center and Emory.”

Falling through the cracks
Druss’s research examines care for people on the primary care/mental health interface in the public sector, where many of the most vulnerable patients receive care. Most are poor and have limited or no insurance. Patients may fall through the health care cracks on either side—primary care or psychiatry.

The system is now oriented more toward treating disease than keeping people well. Druss offers the example of a male patient who receives regular treatment for schizophrenia at a community mental health center. He takes an anti-psychotic drug to control his symptoms, and he is stable.

The patient’s psychiatric symptoms are well controlled, but he doesn’t have a primary care doctor—he goes to the emergency room for basic care. When he visits the ER for back pain, the doctor sees his psychiatric history and refers him to an inpatient psychiatry unit. Only later do the doctors learn that he has a kidney infection and is also diabetic. He is not taking good care of himself, and his weight gain is partly a side effect of his psychiatric drugs.

“People with serious mental illnesses often fail to receive the medical services they need,” says Druss. “Alternatively, people who are treated in the public sector often fail to obtain needed mental health services in primary care.”

Consider the patient who visits her primary care doctor with several complaints. During her visit, the doctor asks her if she has been feeling sad, and she admits to feeling very down. The doctor prescribes an antidepressant. The woman begins taking the drug, experiences a few side effects, and stops taking the medication within a week. She doesn’t call her doctor or follow up.

Thus treatment for her depression is short-lived. Each year, approximately 19 million American adults suffer from a depressive disorder, according to the National Institute of Mental Health. The most prevalent of these illnesses is clinical depression, the leading cause of disability in the United States and the fourth leading cause of disability in the world.

Much work remains to be done on both sides of the primary care/mental health interface. People with mental illnesses continue to face great stigma and discrimination. Insurance companies often do not provide coverage for mental health treatment equal to that for physical health. And mental disorders affect one in five Americans.

Yet as a subject for public health research, mental health remains wide open. “The public health view considers whether one is using resources wisely,” Druss says. “It is about reducing the burden of disease.”

More information provided by public health research should encourage physicians to take mental illnesses more seriously. After the rise of psychoanalysis in the early 1900s, the treatment of mental illness remained mind-focused for much of the past century. Now physicians must learn to take a more holistic view.

“The medical system in general is oriented toward treating disease rather than treating a person with a disease,” says Druss. “For people with more than one condition, it’s critical that the system remember it is treating a whole person.”
Still, patients with problems stemming from the brain are receiving more attention than ever. Through new technologies, scientists have learned the importance of brain chemistry and genetics in mental illnesses. New knowledge continues to yield new treatments.

Primary care physicians treat more than half of the people in the United States with mental illness, says Druss. A major reason is the development of newer antidepressants such as Prozac, which have fewer side effects and are easier for general internists to prescribe. However, effective follow-up is challenging in these settings. Primary care visits are brief and need to address not only depression but also the patient's other medical needs. Primary care providers rarely have the time or clinic infrastructure to check for side effects and the effectiveness of treatments for depression once they have been started.

Building critical mass
For the past two years, Druss has organized a “Mental Health Concentration,” which provides a home for RSPH students with an interest in mental health. The concentration allows students to focus their elective time, thesis, and practicum on topics related to mental health. A monthly seminar draws up to 100 students and professionals from Emory, The Carter Center, local and state agencies, and the CDC to hear experts discuss clinical and policy issues.

These meetings have built a critical mass in mental health expertise that can further help recruit faculty and students at the master’s, doctoral, and postdoctoral levels.

“I’d like to see the RSPH become a premier place for expertise in mental health and public health,” Druss says. “That involves continuing to knit together the resources we already have and building new partnerships.”

In his research, Druss is working to move mental health policy and practice in new directions. One question he is exploring is how mental health consumers can use information technology to manage their care. Through a new study funded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Druss and a team of consumers and providers will develop and test an electronic personal health record (PHR) for use by people with serious mental disorders.

Consumers will manage their password-protected PHR via the Internet to provide a central record that patients—and when authorized, health care providers—can access anywhere, anytime.

Druss’s team will adapt a PHR developed by information technology experts and now widely used in Seattle. The Shared Care Plan, currently the primary interface for Microsoft’s new HealthVault PHR platform, allows users to store and retrieve medical and medication information online. The record also prompts patients for upcoming preventive services and allows secured email communication with medical providers.

A PHR for mental health consumers would provide a central repository for mental health information that is often fragmented, says Druss. “A mental health PHR is a potentially important tool that takes advantage of the latest information technology to help coordinate and improve care for this vulnerable population.”

To learn more about Benjamin Druss’s work in mental health, listen to the podcast at www.whsc.emory.edu/r_druss.html.
The Rollins School of Public Health would not have become one of the nation’s top schools in its field without our friends and donors. Because of you, faculty are making water safer and improving sanitation, preventing diabetes, cancer, and HIV/AIDS, teaching adolescents to avoid risky behaviors, improving nutrition for families, detecting disease using bioinformatics, determining how air pollutants trigger chronic illness, shaping health policy, and protecting the public from bioterrorism.

Just as important, your gifts make education more affordable for students and allow them to gain real-world experience by conducting research around the world. And you are more than doubling our physical capacity and our global reach by helping build the new Claudia Nance Rollins Building.

Thanks to all of you for creating the future of public health.

Dean James W. Curran, M.D., MPH
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Elizabeth Ann Hoelscher
Carol J. Rowland Tague
Horace P. Holden
Jeryn Horrm
Nancy M. Hunter
Susan E. Hunter
Julie Dawn Hutchings
Heather Yori Ingold
Louis Jisguth
Elin Brand Jakrum
Michelle B. James
Geoffrey M. Jeffery
Ilze Jekabsone
Karen Pape Johnson
Laurne Ann Johnson
Karyn Renee Johnstone
Bessie Chapman Jones
Edward L. Jones
Jack T. Jones
Claudine Jurkovitz
Fredric D. Kennedy
Peter A. Keohane
Anita K. Kern
Afrique I. Klimjanaro
Anita Kuriakose Kurian
Ann LaGreca
Dale Lawrence
Trude Lawrence
Aimee Jean Lenar
Arlene Marie Lester
Leslie Teach Levine
Cindy Ley
J. Leonard Lichtenfeld
Lillian S. Lin
Katherine Knutson
Lindstrom
Joseph Lipscomb
Michael P. Lischke
John D. Lisco
Dale F. Lister
Esther Lyss-Greenstein
Daniel Patrick Mackie
Nita Kishin Madhav
William M. Marine
Colleen A. Martin
James O. Mason
Mary Pugh Mathis
C. Ashley McAllen
Jacqueline McClin
Barnett P. McCulloch
Jeanne Marie McDermott
David John McMorris
Gary Melnikovich
Michael Melnek
Nicolas Alan Menzies
Cynthia A. Mervis
Rebecca Lee Meddendorf
Jamie L. Miller
Christine L. Moe
Roger Seymour Moffat
Eugene R. Montezinos
Jo Ann Morris
Lina Haddad Muhanna
Diane M. Narkunas
Kim Hamilton Neiman
Wendy Kaplan Nickel
Anne Lucile O’Keefe
Eric Albert Ottesen
Keisha Edwards, DMPH, joined other RSPH alumni to help launch Campaign Emory.

Torch Club ($1000 - $2499)
Betsy S. Adams
Gary L. Albrecht
Laura Albright
Layla Ibrahim Aljasem
Christine B. Ambrose
James M. Anastos
Mary Anastos
Thomas L. Anastos
Peter Andrew Anderssen
Anonymous Donor
Janet S. Arnold
Ebi Roseline Awasoka
Susan P. Ayers
Katherine B. Baer
Janet Hildebrand Baker
Rosemary C. Bakes-Martin
April Lynn Barbour
Laurie K. Barker
Paul Guerry Barnett
Wilma E. Barshaw-Badgett
Amina Bashir
Mary A. Bauza-Lawyer
Amy Pullen Beasley
Eric A. Benning
Jonathan Sanford Berg
Ruth L. Berkelman
Zhaha Berkowitz
Sue Binder
George H. Blood
Daniel S. Blumenthal
Maris Ann Bondi

Oyetunde Adebowale Oyekanmi
Beatrice A. Pask
Alpa V. Patel
Sadhna V. Patel
Pearl B. Perez
Elizabeth Anne Peterson
Connie Wyatt Phillips
Kimberly Latosha Pierce
Stephen R. Pitts
Dale Richard Plemmons
Susan A. Primo
Lynn A. Quinn
Levis D. Ragsdale
Gabriel Ramisch
Caryl Lynn Rankin-Hood
Jessica Miller Rath
Emily Suzanne Reynolds
Vicki J. Riedel
Michael Patrick Riordan
Karen Brown Robinson
Cameron Rodgers
Russell H. Roegner
Mark L. Rosenberg
Peri Zeitz Ruckart
Jinan Boghos Saad-Dine
Anthony Joseph Santella
Catherine L. Satterwhite
Kelly Ann Scanlon
Peter M. Schantz

Paul E. Schaper
Donna Louise Schminkey
Lawrence Bert
Schonberger
Claire Rachel Shuster
Ira K. Schwartz
Frederick A. O. Schwartz Jr.
Mark Sciascia
Jennifer Seligman
Janice May Sellen
Lee M. Sessions
Nashant Hasmukh Shah
Colleen Patricia Shane
Emily H. Siegel
Theresa Ann Sipe
Susanne T. Slocum
Iris E. Smith
Suzanne Margaret Smith
Rosia Maria Solorzano
Tomofumi Sone

Stephen Sencer helped create a scholarship fund honoring his father, David Sencer.
Designated Gifts

Designated gifts support specific programs or departments at the Rollins School of Public Health.

Adopt-a-Scholar
Michael Kenneth Lindsay
J. B. Weaver Jr.

Behavioral Sciences and Health Education Annual Fund
Wendy Kurz Childers
Marilyn Elizabeth Dickerson
Dinamare Cruz
Garcia-Banigan
Jennifer S. Harville
Beverly B. Long
Jessica Miller Rath
Lynda S. Sisson
Elinor Beidler Siklossy
Mary Ellen McMichael
Marc Overcash

Center for Global Safe Water
American Cancer Society CARE Inc.
Deseret Medical Inc.
Gojo Industries
IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre
Carol R. B. Koplan
Kitty F. MacFarlane
Lynne B. McClenand
Pat
Rhode Island Hospital
Rotary Club of Atlanta
Stone Mountain United Methodist Church
The Coca-Cola Company
The QED Group
The Westminster Schools Inc.
World Bank

Center for Public Health Practice and Research
Boston Public Health Commission
Children’s Hospital Boston
Georgia Department of Human Resources
International Society for Disease Surveillance
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Medical College of Georgia
World Health Organization

Dean’s Council Scholarship Fund
Peter D. Bell
Paula Lawton Bevington
Thomas Moore Brady
Center for the Visually Impaired
Barbara T. Cleveland
Bradley N. Currey
Charlotte B. Dixon
Karen Glanz
Leslie Graiter
Virginia Bales Harris
Stanley S. Jones
Ruth J. Katz
Alfred D. Kennedy
William R. Kenny
Larry and Ann Estes Klaman
Amy Rollins Kreisler
Levy Family Foundation
Beverly B. Long
Anne Hydrick Kaiser

Center for AIDS Research
Shelle Wilson Bryant
Hal Cochran
CDC Branch of Sigma Xi
Jaclyn Beth Freeman
Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia Research Alliance
Kimberly S. Hagen
Mary Ellen McMichael
Marc Overcash

John R. Seffrin
Lee M. Sessions
Jane E. Shivers
The Zera-Allen Fund
Evelyn G. Ullman
Philip and Alston Watt
Arline B. and Walter B. Wildstein
Shelby Wilkes and Jettie Burnett

Virginia S. DeHaan Lecture in Health Education and Promotion
Alicia D. Davis Cooper

Environmental and Occupational Health Annual Fund
Richard L. Ehrenberg
Jeremy Johnson Hess
James Michael Jarboe
Africa I. Kilimanjaro
Billie Antoinette Kizer
Hernando Rafael Perez

EPIDEMIOLOGY Annual Fund
AstraZeneca
Pharmaceuticals LP
Timothy Lamar Barnes
Amy Pullen Beasley
Ebonee Nicole Butler
Jennifer Marie Capparella
Tamar Jeanine Davis
Katherine G. Endress
Kelley Brittain Hise
John and Linda Kay McGowan
Fatima Donia Mili
Anne Lucile O’Keefe
Paul Vincent Petraro
Anita Sharma
Jennifer Erin Stevenson
Carla Antonia Winston

Faculty Development Fund
Wilma E. Barshaw-Badgett
Lillian S. Lin

Anne E. and William A. Foegge Scholarship Fund*
Steven Ryan Becknell
Miriama Kiser
Reynaldo Martorell
Bruce G. Weniger

William H. Foegge Global Health Fellowship*
Victor Manuel Cardenas-Ayala
Lisa Estelle Hammad
Dale F. Lister
Anita Willner McLees
Merck & Company Inc.
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Carol R. B. Koplan
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Pat
Rhode Island Hospital
Rotary Club of Atlanta
Stone Mountain United Methodist Church
The Coca-Cola Company
The QED Group
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World Bank
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International Society for Disease Surveillance
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Medical College of Georgia
World Health Organization
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Virginia Bales Harris
Stanley S. Jones
Ruth J. Katz
Alfred D. Kennedy
William R. Kenny
Larry and Ann Estes Klaman
Amy Rollins Kreisler
Levy Family Foundation
Beverly B. Long
Anne Hydrick Kaiser

Center for AIDS Research
Shelle Wilson Bryant
Hal Cochran
CDC Branch of Sigma Xi
Jaclyn Beth Freeman
Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia Research Alliance
Kimberly S. Hagen
Mary Ellen McMichael
Marc Overcash

John R. Seffrin
Lee M. Sessions
Jane E. Shivers
The Zera-Allen Fund
Evelyn G. Ullman
Philip and Alston Watt
Arline B. and Walter B. Wildstein
Shelby Wilkes and Jettie Burnett

Virginia S. DeHaan Lecture in Health Education and Promotion
Alicia D. Davis Cooper

Environmental and Occupational Health Annual Fund
Richard L. Ehrenberg
Jeremy Johnson Hess
James Michael Jarboe
Africa I. Kilimanjaro
Billie Antoinette Kizer
Hernando Rafael Perez

EPIDEMIOLOGY Annual Fund
AstraZeneca
Pharmaceuticals LP
Timothy Lamar Barnes
Amy Pullen Beasley
Ebonee Nicole Butler
Jennifer Marie Capparella
Tamar Jeanine Davis
Katherine G. Endress
Kelley Brittain Hise
John and Linda Kay McGowan
Fatima Donia Mili
Anne Lucile O’Keefe
Paul Vincent Petraro
Anita Sharma
Jennifer Erin Stevenson
Carla Antonia Winston

Faculty Development Fund
Wilma E. Barshaw-Badgett
Lillian S. Lin

Anne E. and William A. Foegge Scholarship Fund*
Steven Ryan Becknell
Miriama Kiser
Reynaldo Martorell
Bruce G. Weniger

William H. Foegge Global Health Fellowship*
Victor Manuel Cardenas-Ayala
Lisa Estelle Hammad
Dale F. Lister
Anita Willner McLees
Merck & Company Inc.

Safe Water and Sanitation For All

For Eugene and Rose Gangarosa, access to clean water and sanitation is a basic human right. Without it, communities lack the essentials on which quality of life rests: good health, nutritious food, education, and political and economic stability.

Gene, professor emeritus and an expert on waterborne diseases, and his wife Rose have lived in countries where unsafe water and sanitation fatally sicken children and adults every day. To help prevent these deaths, the couple established a charitable remainder unitrust to create the Rose Salamone Gangarosa Chair in Environmental Health. Once funding is complete, the chair will support a researcher in sanitation to complement the Eugene J. Gangarosa Chair in Safe Water and Sanitation, held by RSPH professor Christine Moe.

With these chairs, the Gangarosas are nurturing the network of researchers at the RSPH, Emory, the CDC and other partners intent on improving the safe water and sanitary infrastructure in the global community.

To learn more about planned giving opportunities, contact Kathryn Graves (404-727-3352 or kgraves@sph.emory.edu) in the RSPH Office of Development or Stephanie Frostbaum (404-712-2155 or stephanie.frostbaum@emory.edu) in the Emory Office of Gift Planning.
Reynaldo Martorell
Deborah A. McFarland
Nicolas Alan Menzies
Christine L. Moe
Roger Seymour Moffat
Lori Miller Nascimento
Eric Albert Ottesen
Steven Bernard Owens
Kara Brown Robinson
Nishant Hasmukh Shah
Laura JoAnn Zauderer

Health Policy and Management Annual Fund
Walter M. Burnett
Michael Victor Gruber
David Hill Howard
Rajasekhar V. S. Kuppachii
Angela Kay McGowan
Michael Patrick Riordan
Anthony Joseph Santella
Jennifer Seligman

William Randolph Hearst Scholarship Fund
Center for the Visually Impaired
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Kathleen R. Miner

Hubert Department of Global Health Annual Fund
Kathy Tomajko

Hubert Department of Global Health Endowment Fund
Benjamin Arthur Dahl
Emily H. Siegel

O.C. Hubert Fellowships in International Health
The Hubert Foundation
Reynaldo Martorell
Allison Michelle Schilsky

Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program
Philip S. Brachman Sr.

Richard N. Hubert Fund for Global Health Excellence
The Hubert Foundation

Hurricane Katrina Displaced Student Fund
Karla P. Daniels
James Michael Jarboe
Angela Kay McGowan

Interfaith Health Program
Association of Schools of Public Health

Boisfeuille Jones Public Health Scholarship Endowment
Anne R. Jones (Deceased)

Sallie B. Lee Scholarship Fund
Sam P. Freeman Foundation Inc.

Richard E. Letz Endowment Fund for Dissertation Research
E. Kathleen Adams
Christine B. Ambrosone
American Cancer Society
James M. Anastos

Angela Timashenka
Geiger
General Informatics, LLC
Steven Patrick Girardot
Kathryn Heath Graves
Joanne Green
Mary Elizabeth Halloran
Regina F. Hamlin
Susan E. Hankinson
David Franklin Harris
Clark W. Heath
Ann S. Heine
Jane Hoppin
Reuel E. Johnson Jr.
Ronnie Lee Jowers
Ronnie Kester
David G. Kleinbaum
Laurence N. Kolonel

Murry R. Schroeder
Dwayne R. Schubert
Bertha L. Shepard
Stephanie L. Sherman
Thomas H. Sinks
Nelson Kyle Steenland
Deborah E. Stefanek
John J. Stevens
Amy E. Stone
Enid L. Sullivan
Bradley K. Taylor
Chris E. Taylor
Debra K. Taylor
Jan H. Thomas
Paige E. Tolbert
Toral D. Tosteson
F. A. Ulmer
Lee R. Vanderworth

O. Wayne and Grace Crum Rollins Endowment
James W. Curran
Charlotte B. Dixon
Richard M. Levinson
Kathryn Heath Graves
Healthcare Georgia Foundation
David Hill Howard
Amy Rollins Kreisler
Richard M. Levinson
William B. Orkin
Foundation Inc.
Eric Steven Pevzner
Cecil M. Phillips
Stephen D. Sencer
Claire E. Sterk

John Atlas
Moe Moe Aung
Ebi Roseline Awosika
Misak Bezu Ayele
Susan P. Ayers
Esther Ayuk
Supriya Badarinath
Katherine B. Baer
Rebecca Leigh Baggett
Janet Hildebrand Baker
Lennieke Ford Baker
Rosemary C. Bakes-Martin
Brian Gregory Bangham
April Lynn Barbour
Doris D. Bargainer
Laurie K. Barker
Paul Guerry Barnett
Robert Charles Barnhart
Clifford L. Barr
Wilma E. Barsh-Badgett
Diana L. Bartlett
Rosa S. Barton
Amina Bashir
Andrew Lewis Baughman
Mary A. Bauza-Lawver
Amy Pullen Beasley
Barbara Watkins Beavers
Eunice Franklin Becker
Eileen R. Becknell
Jerry L. Becknell
Joy Delois Beckwith
Eln Birt Begley
Eric A. Benning
Jimetta Patrice Benson
Jonathan Sanford Berg
Ruth L. Berkelman
Zahava Berkowitz
Dana Christine Berle
Jerome D. Berman
Lani B. Berman
Jay M. Bernhardt
Arnold J. Berry
E. Milton Bevington
Matthew Sherman
Biggerstaff
Eileen M. Bland
Joiaisha Evans Bland
Daniel S. Blumenthal
Emily Anton Bobrow
Kristin J. Boggs
Maria-Teresa Bonafonte
Maris Ann Bondi
Jean Joseph Ernest
Bonhomme
Leslie Ruth Boone
Elizabeth Chase Boring
Kate Elizabeth Bowler
Dabo Brantley
Mary Hogan Brantley
Allison Groff Brenner
Janice Elaine Brockman
Myron H. Brooks
Jessie Frances Broussard
Emily Suzanne Brouwer
Amy K. Brown
Ann L. Brown
Bruce Moore Brown
Leonard Brown
Ruth Rowan Brown
Sheila Eileen Brown
William A. Brown
Catherine Dellingler
Buckley
Daniel Budnitz
Tina Budnitz

The Hubert Department of Global Health bears the name of the family whose gifts support student and faculty research. Pictured are (standing, L-R) William Foeges, Richard and Linda Hubert, Henry A. Manning III, H. Aymar Manning Jr., Deborah Hubert, (seated, L-R) Karen Woodward, Marilyn Kemper, Ruth Hubert, and James Curran.
Laura Jones Hardman (left) is the daughter of the late Boisfeuillet Jones, for whom an RSPH scholarship is named. Mara Pillinger currently is the Boisfeuillet Jones Scholar.
These individuals supported the work of the Rollins School of Public Health with unrestricted gifts from September 2005 through August 2008.

**Class of 1976**
- Lieniece Ford Baker
- Patricia M. de Andrade
- Allan Barry Goldman
- Essie L. Rowser

**Class of 1977**
- Virginia Bales Harris
- Wilma Ardisine Kirchhofer
- Claire McElveen Pearson
- Pearl B. Perez
- Nancy J. Thompson

**Class of 1978**
- Eileen M. Bland

**Class of 1979**
- Robert Charles Barnhart
- Ann L. Brown
- Emy Lou Faber
- Jack T. Jones
- Rebecca Hodges
- McGuire

**Class of 1980**
- Deretha Robyn Foy

**Class of 1981**
- Alva J. McLeod

**Class of 1982**
- Stanley O. Foster
- James Michael Jarboe
- Edwin Trevathan

**Class of 1983**
- Ellen Backman Kent

**Class of 1984**
- Ellamae Lewis Emanuel
- Carolyn G. Miles
- Dixie Snider Jr.
- Robin Yaeger Swift
- Gaila P. Walter
- Barbara L. Ward-Groves

**Class of 1985**
- Anna K. Smith
- Thomas K. Welty

**Class of 1986**
- Martha E. Alexander
- Wilma E. Barshaw-Badgett
- Daniel S. Blumenthal
- Catherine Chase Boring
- Catherine L. Demspsey
- Gail S. Garvin
- Daniel J. Horth
- Bessie Chapman Jones
- Michael Melneck
- Aziz R. Samadi
- Theresa Ann Siepe
- Debra A. Street
- Myrtle I. Turner
- Michael O. Ugwuoke

**Class of 1987**
- Betsy S. Adams
- Katherine B. Baer
- Joan Burke Durdin
- Nancy E. Griffis
- Nancy M. Hunt
- Nader Kameel Meshkhi
- Curtis Jackson Norvell
- Susana Rubio-Starosta
- Kathy H. Rufo
- Jane Downey Trowbridge
- Kathleen Marie Vetter
- Nancy Young Robinson
- Eduardo Jardim Simoes
- Suzanne Margaret Smith
- Amy E. Warner
- Warren Gillespie Williams

**Class of 1988**
- Doris D. Barganier
- Bruce Keith Bohmker
- Janice Elaine Brockman
- Ruth Rowan Brown
- Victoria Cohen-Crumpston
- Barbara Peak Hanley
- Dennis Farrell Jarvis
- Jo Ann Morris
- Patricia A. Poindexter
- Susan Ann Stewart

**Class of 1989**
- Norman Peter Belle
- Jerome D. Berman
- Mary Hogan Brantley
- Lorie A. Click
- Leon Forrest Echols
- Ann Rondi Herman
- Jeffrey Horn
- Dale N. Lawrence
- Carol Bussey Levy
- Fatima Donia Mili
- Marian Christopher O'Brien
- Mary Severson Prince
- Nan Smith
- Judith A. Vance
-Debra Lynn Vann
- Everett Darryl Walker
- Alan G. Waxman
- Kimberly Lisa Whittle

**Class of 1990**
- Laura Albright
- Layla Ibrahim Aljasem
- Victor Manuel Cardenas-Ayala
- Raymond E. Ganganaras
- Richard D. Humes
- Tracy Lynn Jensen
- Diane M. Narkunas
- Kim Hamilton Neiman
- Mostafizur Rahman
- Mark Sciegaj
- Patricia Toal Westall

**Class of 1991**
- Melissa Alperin
- Jane Margaret Anderson
- Felicia Jane Guest
- Elizabeth Ann Hoelscher
- Tendai N. Jordan
- Michael Kenneth Lindsay
- Katherine Knutson
- Lindstrom

**Class of 1992**
- Carolyn Carr
- Diamond-Jones
- Karen Pape Johnson
- May G. Kennedy
- Billie Antoinette Kizer
- Rajasekhar V. S. Kuppachchi
- Jennifer Lapp Macia
- Lyle Webster McCormick
- Amy Huston McMullen
- Terrell King Murphy
- Sophia Brothers Peterman
- Cheryl Lynne Raskind-Hood
- Michael Patrick Riordan
- Jinar Boghos Saad-Dine
- Karen Belle Schirer
- Maheeseyahu Ben Selassie
- Dawn B. Vincent
- Jocelyn Coles Wheaton

**Class of 1993**
- Thomas Moore Brady
- Lisa M. Carlson
- Luanda Esther Charles
- Stephen L. Coch
- Catherine M. Curlette
- Deborah A. Edwards
- Kathryn Heath Graves
- Kara L. Jackson
- Miriam Kiser
- John D. Lisco
- Mary Pugh Mathis
- Anne Lucile O'Keefe
- Teresa Maria Rivero
- Sonja Schmidt
- Donna Louise Schminkey
- Michelle Staples-Hoppe
- Heidi Knedlik Straughn
- David L. Warner
- Sarah Elizabeth Wiley

**Class of 1994**
- Elizabeth Gordon Aaron
- Elizabeth C. Athanassiadis
- Amy K. Brown
- Doncho Metodi Donev
- Regine Arcelin Doutdhar
- Sara Mitchell Edwards
- Chester L. Jones
- Arlene Marie Lester
- Tracy Elizabeth McMullan
- Shaheer L. Muhanna
- Wendy Kaplan Nickel
- Melanie M. Payne
- Elizabeth Anne Peterson
- Stephen R. Pitts
- Sharyn Jan Potter
- Emily Suzanne Reynolds
- Tomofumi Sone

**Class of 1995**
- Barbara Watkins Beavers
- Scott W. Connolly
- Amy L. Conneli
- Stacey Sims DeWeese
- L-R: Jennifer Ludovic, 98MPH, Amri Johnson, 96MPH, and Angie McGowan, 98MPH, each have served as president of the RSPH Alumni Board.

**Class of 1996**
- Amy Pullen Beasley
- Tina Budnitz
- Caroline Bell Cook
- Marilyn Elizabeth Dickerson
- Shane T. Diekman
- Robin M. Dorfman
- Peter Maxwell Ferren
- Dinamarie Cruz
- Garcia-Banigan
- Linda J. Garretson
- Jennifer Beth Grosswald
- Jayme Blackley Hannay
- Jennifer S. Harville
- David W. Hill
- Chanda Nicole Hosley
- Mary B. Johnson
- Amy L. Eglinton Keller
- Joseph M. Kirkade
- Jonathan Terrell Macy
- Susan Franklin McLaren
- Roger Seymour Moffat
- Margaret A. Piper
- Scott Kyl Poescholdbell
- Katherine Silvermale
- Hugh Donald Spiller
- Elizabeth Bertyle Stevens
- Jennifer Abby Taussig
- Wendy Kaplan Nickel
- Sharyn Jan Potter
- Emily Suzanne Reynolds
- Tomofumi Sone

**Class of 1997**
- Eunice Franklin Becker
- Arnold J. Berry
- Maris Ann Bondi
- Daniel Budnitz
- Maxine Marie Denniston
- Daniela Mariana Dudas
- Christopher D. Duperier
- Lisa Katz Elon
- Elise C. Fercilence
- Ashley Maric Grace
- Ralph David Grosswald
- Arian Boutwell Hadley
- Louise Michelle Henderson
- Erin Brand Jakum
- Moses Nayenda
- Katabarwa
- Afrique I. Kilimanjaro
- Dennis J. King
- Gardiner Offutt Lapham
- Ronald Mataya
- C. Ashley McAllen
- Suzanne S. McCaskill
- Catharine Lorraine Monet
- Lina Haddad Muhanna
- Sharon-Jo Nachman
- Lori Miller Nascimento
- Kristin A. Ndiaye
- Alpa V. Patel
- Lyna Sikkosy Schoon
- Jennifer Seligman
- Emily H. Siegel
- Amy Catherine Sisley
- Rajul Magan Vaishnani

**Class of 1998**
- Lani B. Berman
- Emily Anton Bobrow
- Kristin J. Boggs
- Leslie Ruth Boone
- Kathleen Euford Cartnell
- Mary Margaret Driskell
- Ciavatta
- James Anderson Comer
- Tamara Jeanine Davis
- Chad Everett VanDenBerg
- Marilyn M. Velez
- Regina R. Whitlefield
- Dionne D. Wright
- Robert Andrew Zamoore

**Class of 1999**
- Lorraine N. Alexander
- Esther Ayuk
- Rebecca Leigh Baggett

Dabney Page Evans
- Laurie A. Ferrell
- Bradley Majette Fox
- Haviva Goldhagen
- Alisa Long Golson
- David Howard Greenland
- Karen Angela Hall
- Judith Ann Hannan
- Alexandra N. Heestand
- Suresh A. Horstmon
- David Jeffery Houghton
- Susan E. Hunter
- Laurie Ann Johnson
- Melissa B. Kornfeld
- Michelle Lyn Koulenti
- Leslie Teach Levine
- Joel London
- Mary Jo Lund
- Nina Marano
- Michelle MacDonald
- McAllister
- Angela Kay McGowan
- Meredith Ann Oakley
- Steven Bernard Owens
- Fernando Rafael Perez
- Eric Steven Pevzner
- Peri Zetz Ruckart
- Kelly Ann Scanlon
- John L. Stanton
- Ann Rene Thomas
- Swain Cheng Yeung

Dennis Jarvis, 88MPH, is a former RSPH Alumni Board president.
L-R: Matthew Biggerstaff, 06MPH, is secretary of the RSPH Development Office at 404-727-3739. We apologize for any errors or omissions and request that you report any corrections to the RSPH Development Office during the Campaign Emory gala.

This report includes donors to the Rollins School of Public Health whose gifts were received between September 1, 2005, and August 31, 2008. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this report is accurate. We apologize for any errors or omissions and request that you report any corrections to the RSPH Development Office at 404-727-3739.
Alumni Association
Board Members

President
Jean O’Connor, JD, 01MPH
Past President
Angie K. McGowan, 98MPH
President-Elect
Chad VanDenBerg, 06MPH, FACHE
Secretary
Matthew Biggerstaff, 06MPH
Members
Monica Chopra, 05MPH
Keisha Edwards, 03MPH, CHES, PMP
Anne Farland, 06MPH
Elaine J. Koenig, 93MPH
Tamara Lamia, 02MPH
Jackie McClain, 03MPH
Edgar Simard, 04MPH

Upcoming Events

Public Health Career Fair
Friday, February 6, 2009
10:00 AM–2:00 PM, Emory Conference Center Hotel
Information: careerservices@sph.emory.edu

Visit Emory
March 26-27, 2009
8:00 AM–5:00 PM, RSPH
Information: sshe101@sph.emory.edu

Public Health in Action Reception
Honoring Alumni and Faculty Achievements
Thursday, April 16, 2009
6:00–8:00 PM, Miller-Ward Alumni House
Information: alumni@sph.emory.edu

Spring Diploma Ceremony
Monday, May 11, 2009
10:30 AM, RSPH
Information: amcmah2@sph.emory.edu

Nurturing the future
Colleagues Michelle James (left) and Jean O’Connor, 01MPH, welcomed daughters Ansley and Laura in recent months. Michelle directs alumni and constituent relations for the RSPh, while Jean leads the Alumni Association Board as president. Jean also helps oversee policy for the Office of Critical Information Integration and Exchange with the CDC’s National Center for Zoonotic, Vector-borne, and Enteric Diseases.

Commencement 2008
Stan Foster (left with Dean James Curran) had three words for the 220 MPH graduates of the RSPH: “Prevention, Prevention, Prevention.” A professor in the Hubert Department of Global Health, Foster used this placard to make his point in a world where 133 million Americans have at least one chronic disease and 809 million people worldwide live on less than $2 per day.
Alumni honors for 2008
Recipients empower women, populations in need

A global health leader and a CDC nutrition expert received this year’s alumni awards from the RSPH.

Taroub Harb Faramand, 95MPH, was honored with the Distinguished Achievement Award for her efforts to empower women in communities and guide the development of institutions to improve health nationally and globally. As senior vice president for global health programs with Project HOPE, Faramand oversees a network of core and field staff responsible for more than 80 programs in 36 countries. Trained as a physician in Russia, she has 25 years of clinical and management experience in reproductive health, maternal and child health, and HIV/AIDS.

“She is a visionary leader and strategic thinker who puts ideas into action,” said Dixie Snider, 84MPH, last year’s Distinguished Achievement Award recipient. While Faramand is known for her international leadership, she never lost sight of the value of working with communities. From developing a microcredit program for women in rural Egypt to designing literacy booklets in local languages, Faramand has a gift for “lifting up those most in need,” said Snider.

Leisel Talley, 00MPH, has helped make a difference in the lives of people affected by human catastrophe. For these efforts, she received the Matthew Lee Girvin Award, presented to young professionals who have improved the lives and health of others. The award honors the memory of Girvin, a 1994 graduate who died in 2001 during a U.N. surveying mission.

Since Talley joined the International Emergency and Refugee Health branch of the CDC eight years ago, she has assessed the nutritional needs of populations in Sudan, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Thailand, and Tanzania. In 2006, working with UNICEF, the World Food Program, the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization, and the ministries of health and agriculture in Sudan, she completed an emergency food security and nutrition assessment in war-torn Darfur, which informed government and humanitarian assistance in that region. Talley also developed culturally appropriate mental health interventions for Karenni refugees in Thailand who fled there from Burma to escape civil war and persecution.

In the course of her work, she often heeds the advice of global health professor Stan Foster. “He taught us to expect the best but be prepared for the worst,” said Talley, upon accepting her award. And like Foster, she shares lessons learned with her own students in the RSPH, where she teaches the course “Food and Nutrition in Humanitarian Emergencies” as an adjunct faculty member.

Taroub Harb Faramand, 95MPH, oversees programs in 36 countries with Project HOPE.

Leisel Talley, 00MPH, joined the CDC in 2000 as a nutritional epidemiologist with the agency’s International Emergency and Refugee Health branch. She also teaches at the RSPH.

Leisel Talley, 00MPH, joined the CDC in 2000 as a nutritional epidemiologist with the agency’s International Emergency and Refugee Health branch. She also teaches at the RSPH.
1980s

JIM JARBOE, 82MPH, was named one of the Top 15 Producers of the DeKalb Board of Realtors in Atlanta. “I can’t believe it’s been 20 years since I left the administrative side of health care,” he says. Jarboe’s wife Mary retired in 2002 as the registrar for Agnes Scott College. Jim has no plans for retirement. “I would be too bored,” he adds. The Jarboes have two children and two grandchildren.

1990s

ROBERT J. DAVIS, 90MPH, published The Healthy Skeptic: Cutting through the Hype about Your Health (University of California Press, 2008). The book identifies common myths and half-truths about prevention and wellness. Davis is a health journalist who has worked for CNN, PBS HealthWeek, WebMD, and The Wall Street Journal. An adjunct faculty member at the RSPH, he teaches the course “Mass Media and Public Health.”

ASTRID KOZEL DRETLER, TRACY Bidwell McMillan, AMY PINE, and WENDY Katz Walsh, all 94MPH, met in Boston last April with their children. Dretler has three children and lives in Natick, MA. McMillan has a son and owns PPH Partners consulting group in Flagstaff, AZ. Pine has a daughter and is director of the Communicable Disease Prevention Unit in the San Francisco Department of Public Health. Walsh has a son and is educational programs manager with UpToDate in Waltham, MA. She lives nearby in Norwell, MA.

BORN: To TINA RIZACK, 93MPH, 98M, and her husband, Christopher Langlois, a son, Holden Martin, on Feb. 3, 2007. The family lives in Providence, RI.

KATHERINE Deaver Robinson, 96MPH, and her husband, Brian Robinson, 90C, moved to Pretoria, South Africa, last January. Katherine is the CDC global AIDS program surveillance coordinator for South Africa. They will be posted there for two years.

ISAM VAID, 99MPH, received his PhD from the Department of Health Behavior at the School of Public Health at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. He wrote his dissertation on “Self-efficacy to resist smoking as a mediator between nicotine dependence and quit attempt in adolescents in Alabama.”

Savannah, daughter of Chanda Nicole Holsey, 96MPH

Holden, son of Tina Rizack, 93MPH, 98M
2000s

**LAWRENCE BRYANT, 01MPH**, received his PhD in adult education from the University of Georgia. He also accepted a tenure-track position in the Division of Respiratory Therapy with the School of Health and Human Services at Georgia State University. He writes, “My first research project is looking at establishing a cancer survivor network here in Georgia, in collaboration with the State of Georgia. This research involves smoking-related cancers.”

**AURA LOUISE COFFEE, 01MPH**, received her doctor of veterinary medicine degree from the University of Georgia in May.

**KENDOLYN SMITH, 01CMPH**, received her doctorate in pharmacology from Creighton University in May. She was the first graduate of the Career Master of Public Health Program in the RSPH.

**LT. BRETT HARRISON HICKS, 02MPH**, serves with the Medical Service Corps of the U.S. Navy. He is assigned to the multinational Security Transition Command in Baghdad. Under the Health Affairs Directorate, Hicks is the medical logistics officer for the Iraqi Ministry of the Interior. The Directorate helps train and equip health care providers in the Iraqi Security Force and oversees clinics throughout Iraq.

**DAVID A. BRAY, 04MSPH, 08G**, successfully defended his dissertation on “Knowledge Ecosystems: Technology, Motivations, Processes, and Performance,” thus graduating a year early from the Goizueta Business School. He began a postdoctoral fellowship in May at the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence. Bray plans to conduct additional research with the Kennedy School of Government’s Leadership for a Networked World Program. He served as a doctoral researcher with the U.S. Department of Energy and the CDC on knowledge ecosystems and interorganizational knowledge transfer strategies.

**MARRIED**: **KRISTA YORITA, 04MPH**, to Adam Christensen, on May 10, 2008, in Wood-

---

**Alumni Deaths**

**HARRIETTE DAVIS, 87MPH**, on March 10, 2008, in Oxford, GA.

**REBECCA GERRARD LIBERMAN, 89MSN/MPH**, of Atlanta, on April 25, 2008. She died unexpectedly at age 53. Formerly of Louisville, KY, she is survived by her husband, Henry Liberman, and her stepdaughter, Heather Liberman.

**JENNIFER R. GRAHAM, 96MPH**, of Minneapolis, at age 41, on March 6, 2008. She died peacefully, surrounded by family and friends, after battling cancer for a year and a half. She is survived by her parents, Winifred and George Grizzle.

stock, IL. Christensen’s family is from nearby McHenry, IL. Krista is an RSPH doctoral student in epidemiology. Adam is a PhD student in mechanical engineering at Georgia Tech.

MONICA CHOPRA and CURT GOBELY, both 05MPH, are engaged to be married in August 2009. Monica works as a health care consultant with Thomas Reuters in Cambridge, MA, while Curt is a senior consultant with EMPATH, a health care operations consulting company based in California.

BORN: To ASHLEY WATERS GORDON, 05MPH, and her husband, Brad Gordon, a daughter, Isabella Waters Gordon, on Feb. 22, 2008, in Washington, DC.

SHAUNA (ALEXANDER) ROWLAND, 05MPH, was crowned Mrs. Georgia America in June. Rowland, who won the physical fitness category, competed in the national pageant in Tucson, AZ.

MELODY MOEZZI, 06L, 06MPH, won the Georgia Author of the Year Award in the “Creative Nonfiction: Essay” category for her first book, War on Error: Real Stories of American Muslims (University of Arkansas Press, 2007). Moezzi and her husband, Matthew Lenard, live in Decatur, GA.

BENJAMIN SILK, 08G, received the Anoopa Sharma Award for 2008. The award is given in memory of Sharma, a first-year PhD student in epidemiology who died in 2005. “Ben knew Anoopa, and they were both on the ‘same wavelength,’ as they both used their education to work for the elimination of health disparities,” wrote RSPH Professor Ruth Berkelman in her nomination letter. Silk now serves as an Epidemic Intelligence Service officer with the CDC.

Faculty Deaths

DR. DAVID HILTON, of Clarkston, GA, on July 27, 2008 of complications from non-Hodgkins lymphoma at age 76. A longtime advocate of empowering communities through faith and health, Hilton served on the adjunct faculty in global health. Early in his career, he and his wife Laveta served as Methodist missionaries in Nigeria. For nine years, he performed surgery six days a week and trained nurses, pharmacists, and midwives to care for clinic outpatients. He returned to Nigeria for seven years to establish a self-sustaining community health service in the mountains bordering Cameroon. He applied the same skills to strengthen health services for Seminole Indians in Florida.

A licensed pilot, Hilton often flew to remote areas to care for those in need. He also served as assistant director of the World Council of Churches’ Christian Medical Commission and as chaplain for international students at Emory.

Even after retiring, Hilton remained a dedicated teacher, inspiring global health students to engage communities in sustainable health and encouraging medical students to explore the connection between spirituality and health. “Whenever I had David teach a class, he never lectured. He posed a question and broke the class into small groups to wrestle with the questions,” said Stan Foster, professor of global health.

Hilton is survived by his wife, two daughters, a son, a brother, and a granddaughter.
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A New Era

Richard Hubert joined other friends of the Rollins School of Public Health to launch Campaign Emory, designed to transform society at home and abroad—a principle that naturally encompasses public health. To learn more about Campaign Emory and the RSPH, see page 7.